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What are your
expectations?
Before we delve into some how-to tools,
we first have to have an honest chat with
ourselves on our expectations when it
comes to the upcoming holiday season.
What is an expectation? Webster describes
it as the act or state of expecting : a
looking forward to or waiting for
something.
Some common examples are:
Anticipating a certain outcome
Holding a vision in your mind of how
things will play out
Having a set idea of what you want or
need from a situation
Unfortunately, when expectations are not
met, it can lead to feelings of
disappointment, frustration, and even
anger.
In some cases, people might become so
attached to their expectations that they
struggle with relationships with family,
friends and co-workers.
And while you AREN'T responsible for the
expectations of others, YOU are
responsible for recognizing and voicing
your own expectations.

STEP 1

Write down your

own expectations
Yes, I want YOU to write down what you
hope the holidays are going to look like.
Notice my use of the word HOPE. When
dealing with weather, friends and family
you can't expect to get everything you
want. That simply isn't realistic.
It is a family gathering? Is it shopping Black
Friday with a friend? Maybe it's staying
home and not giving into each and every
invitation this year.

Be honest with yourself. This
exercise isn't going to work if you
scroll through Instagram and write
down a list of what others are
doing. This is YOUR list.
Remember, it's okay if you want
everyone gathered around the
Christmas tree or you want to hit
every Holiday party invitation
that's arriving in your email. It's
also okay if one party a week is
enough or even one party the
season. This is YOUR list!

STEP 2

Share your
thoughts

Now that you have your list ready, I want
you to add a "who I need to talk with" next
to each item. It may sound silly, but
making sure that you are clear with your
friends, family members or co-workers
about your hopes and dreams for your
holiday season is a crucial next step. If you
don't share, then you are setting yourself
up for the disappointment I mentioned
earlier.

Be ready to negotiate! While we
may love it, the world does NOT
revolve around us. Talk with your
partner, maybe they want a lowkey holiday and you want chaos
and crazy. Think of what your
non-negotiables are and be
prepared to share why you'd like
this or that. Go in with an open
mind and try to find a middle
ground that you both can be happy
with - and then write it down!

STEP 3

Make it happen!
You've made your list. You've had all your
chats. Now it's time to make it a reality.
I've given you some great tools. A calendar
for November and December you can fill in
your planning and events.
Next, there is a wonderful checklist to get
you started on what you need to do with
some ideas of timeline, all are flexible
depending on your life and schedule (work,
kids etc). This is followed by a place to
create a single meal plan and if you are
sharing duties for a gathering (which I
always recommend!) then you can assign
the who's-who. There is also a place to
write down your 'don't forget to get...' as
you create your meal plan.
If you haven't yet checked out my
Friendsgiving blog post, do! It's got links
to recipes, a checklist to spread out the
duties over time (always a stress reliever
for me!) and a grocery list based on the
recipes!
Lastly, remember that the more you share
the load of responsibilities and your own
expectations and know what others expect
from YOU, life won't be perfect, but it will
be so so much easier!

Remember...
You can't control things that happen
to you, but you can control the way
you react to them. - Jennie Finch
Kathy

My Holiday
Wish List
November/Thanksgiving/Black Friday

Talk to Who?

December/Christmas/New Years

Talk to Who?

Checklist

One Month Before

One Week Before

Buy decorations

Clean the house

Decorate the house

Organize the kitchen

Create a grocery list

Buy grocery items

Create a gift list

Confirm plans

Two Weeks Before

Days Before

Buy & wrap gifts

Buy fresh produce

Buy non-grocery items

Make a playlist

Enjoy seasonal activities

Set up the table

Buy, Sign & Send cards

Finalize Everything
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Meal Plan

Appetizer/s

Drinks

Main Course

Dessert

Snacks/Other

Who?

Grocery List
Meal #1

Meal #2

Meal #3

NEED MORE INSIGHT & SUPPORT?

Join an online workshop, group coaching or
1:1 soul purpose coaching

Let's talk about what sets your soul on fire! Begin to
transform your life into what YOU dream and
design. Start to find the freedom to be your most
beautiful, unique self, unrestrained by boxes and
labels that friends, family and society want to stick
to you. Unravel life’s mysteries to discover the heart
of who you are meant to be.
Discover what’s waiting for you on the other side.
Join me on the journey. Be brave. Be YOU.
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